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ABSTRACT

BRIDGING THE GAP:
A SUMMER BRIDGE CURRICULUM DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS LOOPING
FROM FIRST TO SECOND GRADE
By
Kristen M. May
July, 2002

A literature review was conducted about academic learning loss during summer
break. The literature search indicated that reading and math skills were most affected,
and test scores in these areas decreased after a long summer break. Literature about the
benefits of a looping program was also reviewed. The literature showed that this kind of
program allowed for strong student-teacher relationships to be developed, increased the
teacher's knowledge about their students' strengths and weaknesses, and decreased the
amount of time reviewing skills at the beginning of the school year. The purpose of this
project was to develop a summer curriculum for students looping from first to second
grade. The curriculum consists of reading and math activities that will be intended to
help maintain academic skills in these areas over the summer break. An incentive
program, parent involvement, and teacher follow up will be used as accountability in
student participation. Students will also be self-monitoring while doing independent
math and reading activities.
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Chapter One: Introduction

Overview
Looping is a beneficial way for teachers to build long term relationships with
students, increase their knowledge about their students' strengths and weaknesses, and
decrease the amount of time spent reviewing skills at the beginning of the school year.
Students also benefit from a looping experience by being a part of a community within
the classroom that builds cohesiveness, and cooperative skills. By experiencing the same
instructional style, learning practices, and expectations, students' academic progress
continues to improve. Less time is spent on rebuilding those skills students lose over a
long summer break (The Northeast and Islands Regional Educational Laboratory at
Brown University, 1998).
When students leave school for summer vacation, they are at risk of losing the
academic gains they have made during the school year. Heyns (1987) said, "Summer is a
time in which school-year gains must be sustained" (p. 1159). Summer programs or
extended school years can provide students with the opportunity to continue their
academic growth. These programs should be developed with the intent of improving
academic skills, preventing summer learning loss, and providing children with extra time
to practice what they have already learned (Borman, 2001).
To prevent summer learning loss, it has been suggested that getting rid of summer
break altogether and going to an alternative school year calendar would be beneficial.
These year round school schedules could be a possible solution to students losing
academic skills during long vacations. According to Domenech and Rubin (1998), year
round school allows for continuation of instruction, and less time wasted in the fall
I
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reviewing what has already been taught the previous year. These schedules can help
prevent learning loss over summer vacations.
Literature has indicated that reading and math skills are more affected by summer
breaks than other content areas. It has been found that reading and math test scores
decrease after a long summer break where students do not practice such skills (Cooper,
Nye, Kelly, Lindsay, & Greathouse, 1996). Summer programs that have intentional
reading and math instruction have been found to be the most effective ways of
guaranteeing that students will maintain these skills during vacations (Borman, 2001).
For children to be able to keep up with their peers, accelerate their progress in these
academic areas, or maintain already developed skills, children need to have opportunities
to practice using them. Research has shown that extended school years or summer
programs will benefit students' academic progress, and decrease summer learning loss
(Cooper et al. 1996).

Purpose
The purpose of this project was to develop a summer curriculum for students
looping from first to second grade. The curriculum will consist of reading and math
activities that are intended to help maintain academic skills over the summer break. An
incentive program, parent involvement, and teacher follow up will be used as
accountability in student participation. Students will also be self -monitoring while
doing independent math and reading activities.

Scope
The project was designed for first grade students looping to second grade in the
Naches Valley School District. An 12-week curriculum calendar was developed with
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alternating reading and math activities from which students and parents can choose each
weekday. These reading and math activities were developed for the purpose of
maintaining academic skills in these areas.

Limitations
Possible limitations to this project include:
1. The project was designed for elementary grade students, with specific
intentions for first grade students looping to second grade with the same
students and teacher.
2. The project was intended to be used during summer break where there will not
be any classroom instruction provided.
3. The focus of the curriculum unit was on reading and math, with the inclusion
of some writing.

Definition of Terms
Accelerated Reader. A computerized reading program where students take a
comprehension test after reading a book of their choice (Kellerstrass, 2000).
Alternative Calendar Schedule. Also known as year round school schedule
(Reece, Myers, Nofsinger, & Brown, 2000).
Developmental Reading Assessment. A method for assessing and documenting
primary students' development as readers over time within a literature-based
instructional reading program (Beaver, 1997).
Looping. The practice of keeping groups of students together for two or more
years with the same teacher (Reynolds, Barnhart, & Martin, 1999).
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Year Round School. The practice of attending school for forty-five days and then
having a fifteen day break. This is the schedule for 12 months, and there is not a
two-month break during the summer months (Domenech & Rubin, 1998).

Summary
One way to prevent summer learning loss among looping students is to provide
activities that will help maintain skills they have already learned. A summer program
that consists of reading and math activities with the intent of improving skills in these
areas, preventing the loss of skills, and providing extra time to practice what they have
already learned, will be beneficial for looping students (Borman, 2001 ). This project was
designed to provide literature-supported practices, and provide teachers with a reading
and math curriculum calendar to implement with looping students during the summer
months.

Chapter Two: Review of Literature

Introduction
The purpose of this project was to develop a summer curriculum for students looping
from first to second grade. The curriculum consists of reading and math activities that
are intended to help maintain academic skills in these areas over the summer break. An
incentive program, parent involvement, and teacher follow up will be used as
accountability in student participation. Students will also be self -monitoring while
doing independent math and reading activities.
The following review ofliterature is divided into five sections describing a
looping program and summer learning loss. These sections include (a) looping, (b)
summer learning, (c) Summer loss and alternative school calendars, (d) summer reading,
and (e) summer math.

Looping
Grant, Johnson, & Richardson, (as cited in The Northeast and Islands Regional
Educational Laboratory at Brown University, 1998) defines looping as "the increasingly
common practice of keeping groups of students together for two or more years with the
same teacher" (p 3). In a looping or multi-year assignment, a teacher will stay with the
same students for at least two years, and then move back to the original grade level where
he or she began, picking up another classroom of students and staying with them for the
duration of the looping years (Reynolds, Barnhart, & Martin, 1999).
Looping is not a new concept or idea. According to Bracey ( 1999), "The idea that
students fare better when they have teachers who stay with them more than one year is
well established in Europe and Asia" (p. 169). Many European countries have been using
5
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Cigarette Factory. In these schools teachers stayed with their students from grades one
through eight. Even today, German students and teachers stay together from grades one
through four (The Northeast and Islands Regional Educational Laboratory at Brown
University, 1998).
Looping allowed teachers the opportunity to get to know their students more
individually, as well as getting to know the students' families. Having a student for more
than one year increased the interactions between the educators and parents. This helped
create stability and routine that lead to an increase in the child's mental health (Reynolds
et al., 1999). After a successful looping assignment, Jacoby (1994) stated that the deep
relationships that were developed during those two years allowed both her and her
students to know each other's strengths and weaknesses, and share triumphs and tears.
"As time together increased, school simulated the comfort and intimacy of home and
family" (p.59).
According to a study conducted by Reynolds et al. (1999), parents and teachers
showed overwhelming support for their school district's looping program. A survey,
conducted with parents oflooping children, showed an overwhelming support for the
looping experience. The results indicated that 97 percent of parents were in support of
the program, and felt that their child benefited academically from having the same
teacher for two years. Those same 97 percent of parents felt that it was beneficial for the
teacher to know their child's learning style at the beginning of the school year.

In a classroom-based action research study conducted by Chirichello and
Chirichello (2001 ), parent and student surveys were developed to assess the social,
emotional, and academic advantages of looping. Each parent and child received a survey
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prior to the looping experience and then again after. The initial surveys indicated that
parents believed that the looping experience would benefit their child emotionally,
socially, and academically. The survey conducted after the second year, showed that
parents continued to feel that the social aspects oflooping were beneficial. Parents did
not strongly believe that their child's grades had improved because they were in a looping
classroom, but they consistently believed that it would enable the teacher to know their
child's strengths and weaknesses better. The results indicated that parents thought that
their child felt more emotionally secure with the same teacher another year, and this
allowed their child to be more of a risk taker in the classroom.
The research also concluded that the students felt that the looping experience was
positive. The students considered the relationship with their teacher to be strong. The
students expressed excitement and relief to have the same teacher a second year, and
were sad to see the end of the school year come because they would have to say goodbye
to their teacher (Chirichello & Chirichello, 2001).
As a result of this study, Chirichello and Chirichello (2001) were able to conclude
the following:
Parents consistently believed looping students would have less anxiety
(emotional), that student-teacher relationships are important (social), and that the
looping teacher would have a better understanding of his or her student's
strengths and weaknesses as a result of the looping (academic). The students
themselves believed that their relationship with the teacher improved (social), that
they had less anxiety about returning to school in September (emotional), and that
they would learn a lot as a result of the looping (academic). (p.9)
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themselves believed that their relationship with the teacher improved (social), that
they had less anxiety about returning to school in September (emotional), and that
they would learn a lot as a result of the looping (academic). (p.9)
Looping is believed to be a significant way to meet the maturational needs of
young children as well. A multi-year assignment provides time for less mature children
to catch up with their peers. Grant, Johnson, & Richardson (as cited in Reynolds, et al.,
1999) says, "Looping allows teachers to postpone high-stakes decisions. The teacher is
given more time to observe and analyze the child's learning needs and also more time to
apply different strategies of learning with the child before making the fateful decision
about retention" (p. 4). Looping might be useful for students who do struggle
academically.

With more time to try different teaching and learning strategies, and

observe and analyze students' progress, teachers can make the promotion/retention
decision based on more observations and assessments (Bracey, 1999). Burke (1997)
stated "Teachers are able to provide appropriate activities over the longer two-year
looping period to students who need to master certain basic skills" (p. 1).
Jacobson ( 1997) stated, "In a looping class, the first several weeks of the school
year are spent on the curriculum-not learning names, going over classroom rules,
reviewing the previous year's material, and assessing student's skills" (p.2). Looping
makes teaching more efficient. Most teachers spend the first month reviewing the
curriculum from the previous year and attempting to get all the students at the same place
before the real teaching begins. This isn't the case in most looping or multi-assignment
classrooms. The teacher knows the students and their learning needs (Reynolds, et al.
1999).
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emerge and become refined by sticking with the patterns she had established in her
teaching the first year. Assessment results, as well as expectations of the students' work
could be raised because the students already knew that Jacoby believed in their ability.

Summer Learning Loss
After a review of literature, Grant, Johnson, & Richardson, (as cited in Burke,
1997) stated "A looping classroom with an effective summer component also offers
benefits similar to those of year-round schools with respect to momentum and continuity
of instruction" (p. l). Since 1906, researchers have documented the learning lost by
students following the long summer break, known as "summer slide," according to
Borman (2001). After a review of quantitative research, Cooper, Nye, Kelly, Lindsay,
and Greathouse (1996) found that "the typical student loses a little more than a month's
worth of skill or knowledge in math and reading/language arts combined over the
summer" (p.27). The areas showing the largest losses have been in math computation
and spelling, skills that require repeated practice.
The effect of summer break on students' academic performances has been a topic
of interest for educators for some time, and important for several reasons. The time it
takes to review and re-teach curriculum at the beginning of the year is considerable, and
policy makers have considered different school schedules with shorter breaks to ensure
that student performance does not regress dramatically (Allinder, Fuchs, Fuchs, &
Hamlett, 1992).
In a quantitative study assessing the effects of summer break on math and spelling
performance, Allinder et al. (1992) found that students in grades 2 and 3 did not regress
dramatically in math but did regress some in spelling, a pattern that was reversed for
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students in grades 4 and 5. In the spring, 275 students in grades 2 through 5 from two
different rural elementary schools were given a pretest in either spelling or math. After
returning to school in the fall, the students took two additional tests at the previous year's
level. The tests used in this study came from the school's existing curriculum in math
and spelling.
In the area of math, students in the lower grades did not lose significant academic
skills. The older students, grades 4 and 5, showed a loss in performance. The researchers
indicated that this pattern might be due to the types of problems being tested at each
level. At the lower grades, the problems involved basic computation problems. These
kinds of problems occur naturally outside of the school setting. This lead the researchers
to believe these students may have had more opportunity for practice during the summer
break in their natural settings. At the upper grade level, students were being asked to do
more complicated, multi-step problems. These kinds of problems could not be easily
practiced in natural situations frequently. In spelling, only the students in lower grades
showed regression. This may be due to more developed writing and language skills of
the older students. Researchers, Allinder et al. (1992), felt that there was need for
additional research on the effects of school breaks on students' academic skills in math
and spelling not directly tested in this study, as well as other academic skills.
In an effort to challenge the assumption of generalized academic losses over
summer, Wintre (1986) conducted a study that examined the differential effects of
summer vacation on academic skills according to grade level and content area. Using the
Metropolitan Achievement Test, 182 English-speaking, middle class students from a
suburban elementary school, were tested in the areas of reading, mathematics
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computation, and mathematical concepts. There were also spelling and problem-solving
subtests administered to the group. The tests were given in June before leaving school
for the summer, as well as in the fall when students returned.
According to Wintre (1986), the results of the quantitative study show that for
these particular middle-class students there was actually some academic improvement
over the summer break, except for some mixed results in mathematical computation. As
in the study conducted by Allinder et al. (1992), math computation scores declined over
the summer break. This may be due to the fact that math computation is an area that
requires specific drill and practice for fluency. In a non-school environment this practice
may not be facilitated (Wintre, 1986). Some limitations were considered when reviewing
the results. These included the fact that the same test was used before and after summer
break, and that a single school population, small sample size, and a lack of detailed
information about summer activities other than nonattendance at summer school were
used.
Wintre (1986) concluded the following:
There continues to be a large assumption of summer losses, and it would be
reasonable for teachers and parents to expect that development continues without
constant school attendance. Children experience a wide variety of different
situations during the summer. Non-school environments include books, games,
signs, and songs that foster children's reading during the summer. Similarly,
language and problem-solving skills continue to be exercised. (p. 311).
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signs, and songs that foster children's reading during the summer. Similarly,
language and problem-solving skills continue to be exercised. (p. 311 ).
Heyns (1987) found that research strongly supports existence of"differential
summer learning. During the summer, the vast majority of children just learn less rapidly
than during the school year" (p.1156).
After a review of literature discussing summer school, and conducting his own
survey of 100 school districts offering summer school, Borman (2001) concluded that
there were few schools offering such programs to prevent "summer slide." His study
revealed that 92 percent of schools offered remedial programs during the summer for
students who had fallen behind grade level. More than 80 percent of the districts offered
summer school as an alternative to social promotion. The results indicated that summer
programs were only offering "reactionary and intermittent interventions, providing
students with help only when they have fallen behind. Instead, proactive and
preventative interventions should begin before students have fallen so far behind as to be
threatened with retention" (p.29).
Summer Loss and Alternative School Calendars

According to Cooper, Nye, Charlton, Lindsay, and Greathouse (1996), summer
school programs may be the most beneficial for children if the instruction focuses on
mathematics and reading. School calendar changes were suggested after findings showed
that summer vacation has a negative impact on learning and that this impact is not equal
across all students. Reece, Myers, Nofsinger, and Brown (2000) stated, "Theoretically,
students in alternative calendar schools should have better retention of academic skills
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because their instruction is spaced over a longer period of time with a shorter summer
break" (p 167).
Tolin (1997) discussed the possibility that a year-round school calendar may
reduce the academic decline that seems to occur during the summer months. Summer
break was intended to give farm kids time to work in the fields during growing seasons.
The nine to ten month school calendar was established in an agricultural society, and
became the "tradition." Because the original purpose of summer break is no longer as big
ofan issue, a year-round school may help kids retain skills (Domenech& Rubin, 1998).
Domenech and Rubin (1998) argued that, "Children attending school are not
being effectively educated as they could be in year-round schools" (p. 25). They
discussed important benefits to year-round school and suggested that this alternative
calendar offers a continuation of instruction where children can retain what is usually lost
over the two-month summer break. This alleviates the necessity of review in the fall, and
the forgetfulness students experience after long breaks. This in turn makes instruction
more effective. Smith (as cited in Anonymous, August 2000) agreed that, "Schools that
begin the academic year in July and end in June would eliminate the problem of students
'forgetting' learned information during three-month summer vacations" (p. 7).
Reece, et al. (2000), conducted a study to assess whether academic skill retention
over summer months differs among students enrolled in alternative calendar schools
versus students enrolled in traditional calendar schools. A total of 850 first, third, and
fifth grade students, from three rural schools were given the Curriculum Based
Measurement (CBM) assessment two weeks prior to the end of the school year, and then
again two weeks after the school year began in the fall. Two of the schools that
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participated in this study were on a traditional, 180-day, school calendar schedule, while
the third was on a year-round school calendar. It is important to note, that the
instructional time between pre and post testing was the same for all groups being tested.
Students were tested in the areas of mathematics, spelling, written language, and reading.
The results indicated that the students in the alternative, year-round, school
calendar had a greater increase statistically, and fewer decreases statistically following
summer vacation. The students enrolled in the year-round school showed increases in all
academic areas following the summer break. Questions about the results arose due to the
initial testing done in spring. Test scores indicated that students in the alternative, yearround, calendar scored significantly higher than students in the traditional calendar
schools on the pretest. It was pointed out that there was an evaluation of changes in
academic skills from spring to fall for each group, therefore the study can provide some
support for alternative calendar schools (Reece, et al 2000).

Summer Reading
Mikulecky (1990), stated, "During a calendar year, an average student makes
approximately 1 year's growth in reading ability" (p.516). According to Davis (2000),
teachers expressed concern that over the summer students lose a significant amount of
reading gains they have made during the academic year, especially at-risk students. He
said that children need additional literacy experiences during the summer months to keep
up or catch up with peers.
In a summer program designed for at-risk first graders, Davis (2000) set a goal of
using effective teaching strategies that would accelerate each child's progress in reading
and writing. Her program was limited to eleven children, to ensure that children received
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experiences, Davis was able to keep her students engaged in literacy activities for the
duration of their time in class.
Observations and running records, keeping track of each book the students read,
were used as assessment tools to make instructional decisions for each student. A
posttest running record was administered during the last week of the summer session, and
results indicated that the summer program helped children increase their reading ability.
Results also indicated that the summer program helped children maintain progress they
had made during the school year (Davis, 2000).
Reading is one of the most important activities children can engage in. Through
reading, children can learn new things, develop new vocabulary, and explore interests.
Motivation is important in developing reading skills, and the love of reading can be
fostered when children can have choices about what they are reading. Children should
have guidance in choosing reading material that is appropriate for their reading level.
"Children should be able to read words with 90% accuracy. Less than 90% accuracy
means the reading material is too difficult, and could frustrate the child" (North Carolina
Department of Public Instruction, 2002).
In one summer reading program, developed by the Highland Primary School
Library in Highland, Illinois, students were able spend ten weeks of the summer vacation
accessing the school library for a variety of reading activities that were intended to
encourage summer reading, keep students active in academics, and preserve previously
learned skills. Kindergarten through third grade students came each day to the school
library, where they participated in a variety of tasks, from Accelerated Reader tests,
checking out appropriate books at their reading levels, and read aloud or storytelling
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activities. The use of technology in this program seemed to be a key in its success.
Software that was available, educational, and monitored, was seen as a positive tool for
motivating student's participation in the reading program (Kellerstrass, 2000).

Summer Math
According to Mumame, (as cited in Cooper, et al. 1996) summer loss was more
dramatic for math-related subject areas than for reading and language. Mathematics
instruction and learning occur in a more formal school setting, where reading and
language skills can be learned and practiced through interactions with a student's home
and community environments. These environments give more opportunity to practice
and learn new words, where mathematical learning and practice are restricted to settings
where instruction is provided along with the availability of drill and practice.
Romberg and Carpenter (as cited in Allinder, et al., 1992) stated, "Students spend
much more time in daily instruction and review in math." hnprovement in math skills,
especially in the area of computation, appeared to rely heavily on instruction and
practice. More regression in math occurred after a long summer break. Improvement in
math is characterized by mastery of prerequisite skills prior to instruction on more
involved problem types or applications. Much more emphasis is placed on drill and
practice and mastery of specific subskills in math (Allinder, et al., 1992).
Knowing that maintaining math skills requires practice and application to real life
situations, parents can get involved and help children understand math concepts as well
as how math is used in everyday life, according to the North Carolina Department of
Public Instruction (2002). Children need to explore and talk about math using real
objects, and practice math concepts in real life applications. They need to understand that
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Public Instruction (2002). Children need to explore and talk about math using real
objects, and practice math concepts in real life applications. They need to understand that
there can be many ways to solve a problem and that math is useful and important.
Students need to also become confident that they are good problem solvers and
mathematicians to help maintain such skills and not become discouraged.
Summary

In conclusion, looping is a beneficial way for teachers to build long term
relationships with students, increase knowledge about a child's intellectual strengths and
weaknesses, and decrease the amount of time needed to review at the beginning of the
year. Students also benefit from a looping experience by having time to build social and
cooperative skills with the same group of peers. Looping builds a strong sense of
community, and cohesiveness among students and teachers. By having the same
instructional style, learning practices, and expectations, students' academic progress
continues to improve in looping classrooms. They can start where they left off in the
spring (The Northeast and Islands Regional Educational Laboratory at Brown University,
1998).
Summer break is a time when learning can slow down enough that students are at
risk of losing academic growth they have made during the school year. Summer vacation
can be a time to help children continue to learn as they have fun and explore new
interests and activities (North Carolina Department of Public Instruction, 2002). Heyns
(1987) is quoted as saying, "Summer is a time in which school-year gains must be
sustained" (p. 1159).

Summer programs should be developed with the intent of
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Alternative calendars, or year round school, have been suggested as a possible
solution to students losing academic skills during the summer. According to Domenech
and Rubin (1998), year round school allows for continuation of instruction, and less time
wasted in the fall reviewing what has already been taught the previous year. Year round
school or other alternative calendars will help eliminate the loss of academic skills over
the summer months.
Reading and math have been found to be the areas that are most effected by
summer breaks. Summer programs that have intentional reading and math instruction
have been found to be the most effective ways of guaranteeing that students will maintain
these skills during vacations (Borman, 2001). For children to be able to keep up with
their peers, accelerate their progress in these academic areas, or maintain already
developed skills, children need to have opportunities to practice using them. Literature
suggests that extended school years or summer programs will benefit student's academic
progress, and decrease summer learning loss (Cooper et al. 1996).

Chapter Three: Design of Project
Introduction
The purpose of this project was to develop a summer curriculum for students
looping from first to second grade. The curriculum consists of reading and math
activities that are intended to help maintain academic skills in these areas over the
summer break. An incentive program, parent involvement, and teacher follow up will be
used as accountability in student participation. Students will also be self -monitoring
while doing independent math and reading activities.
Personal Experience
From my own personal experience as an elementary grade teacher, I have
observed students' learning loss as a result of the long summer vacations our school
district has. Every fall, I spend at least two weeks of the beginning school year reviewing
academic skills that students have already learned the previous year. After the long
summer vacation, students show forgetfulness in important academic areas. Instructional
time is wasted when so much of it has to be used reviewing previously learned skills.
As a looping teacher this year, I have the same students that I taught last year.
When we returned to school in the fall, I felt that less time was spent organizing the class,
going over expectations, and assessing students' needs. I knew each ofmy student's
strengths and weaknesses, and we were able to jump right back into learning. Though I
did not have to spend as much time reviewing curriculum from the previous year, I did
notice a slide in my students' skills. I was concerned about the amount of academic skills
my students' lost over the summer vacation.
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learning to stop. They suggested that looping teachers use summer vacation as an
opportunity for continuation of skill development, making real-world connections, and
setting goals for the second school year. I decided that a summer curriculum would be
very beneficial for the students I was looping with.
After the review ofliterature, it was clear that literature also supports summer
programs that would help students' maintain skills. Such programs should be developed
with the intent of improving skills, preventing summer learning loss, and providing
children with extra time to practice what they have already learned (Borman, 2001). The
literature review also showed that summer learning loss was most prevalent in the areas
of math and reading. These were areas that I noticed the most loss in my students after
returning to school in the fall. I came to the conclusion that my students would benefit
from a summer curriculum where they were given opportunities to practice such reading
and math skills.

Organization
This project was organized into a curriculum calendar where each weekday
includes alternating reading and math activities for summer vacation. Most reading and
math activities come with directions and ideas, materials needed, and the procedures used
to implement the activity. The calendar layout used was designed to be simple enough
for students and families to understand and utilize, and give them a choice for each day.
They are also designed to be general enough that students and families can use what is
available to them to complete each activity. The project also includes the learning
objectives and Washington State Essential Academic Learning Requirements
(Commission on Student Learning, 1999) for the concepts and skills being practiced. A
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pre- and post- assessment in both reading and math will be administered to assess
whether students maintained skills during the summer vacation.

Synthesis
Based on my personal experience and review of literature, a summer reading and
math curriculum calendar was developed to give students the opportunity to practice
skills in these areas. The reading and math activities are designed to help students
maintain previously learned skills, make real-world connections, and prepare them for the
coming school year. With this summer bridge curriculum available to students during the
summer, it is my hope that students will come to school in the fall motivated, ready for
learning, and performing grade level skills. A pre- and post- assessment will show what.
skills students have maintained over the summer vacation.

Summary ofResources
After a review of literature, activities were developed that addressed the necessity
of reading and math practice during summer vacation. Most research material and
information was found in professional journals, teacher resource materials, through the
Educational Resources Informational Center, and on the Internet. All resources provided
valuable information about summer learning Joss, and the importance of summer
programs that provide students with extended learning opportunities.

Overview of Project
This summer bridge curriculum consists of an activity calendar that will provide
students looping from first to second grade with reading and math activities designed to
maintain skills over the summer vacation. Each reading and math activity is laid out in a
calendar format, and will be accompanied by the materials and procedures needed to
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implement the activity. In chapter four, the summer bridge curriculum will provide the
reading and math calendars, materials and procedures for implementation, and parent
information to be used for looping students during their summer vacation. A pre- and
post- assessment in reading and math will also be available for the teacher to administer
in the spring before students leave for summer vacation, and then again in the fall when
students return to school.

Chapter Four: The Project

Oven1iew
The purpose of this project was to develop a summer curriculum for students
looping from first to second grade. The curriculum consists of reading and math
activities that are intended to help maintain academic skills over the summer break. An
incentive program, parent involvement, and teacher follow up will be used as
accountability in student participation. Students will also be self -monitoring while
doing independent math and reading activities.
Students lose important academic skills over the summer break, which causes
them to be behind in the fall when they begin the new school year. The summer bridge
curriculum calendars are designed to give students the opportunity to practice the skills
they have been practicing during the school year. The pre- and post- tests in both reading
and math are designed to help teachers see whether their students maintained important
skills over the summer break by using the summer bridge curriculum calendars. The
curriculum activity calendars, goals, and parent information will be included in the next
part of Chapter Four.
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Reading and Math Activity Calendars for
1st Grade Students at Naches Valley
Primary School

Summer Curriculum Implementation Guide
Introduction
This project is designed for any 1st grade classroom to implement during their
summer break. In a 1st and 2"d grade looping situation, the summer bridge curriculum
connects the two school years, and makes for an easier transition into 2°d grade by
allowing conversations and activities to develop from what the students did during the
summer break. The summer bridge curriculum consists of activity calendars for families
to use with ease. Many resources have been used in the development of the activity
calendars, and are based on the academic skills that 1st grade students learn during the
school year in the Naches Valley School District. The summer bridge curriculum is
designed to be adaptable and easily modified to ensure interest from students.
Summer Learning
Students lose important academic skills over the summer break, which causes
them to be behind in the fall when they begin the new school year. The summer bridge
curriculum calendars are designed to give students the opportunity to practice the skills
they have been practicing during the school year. Families can get involved in the
activities their children are doing, and will be able to hold the student accountable for the
completion of the activities. The pre- and post- tests in both reading and math are
designed to help teachers see whether their students maintained important skills over the
summer break by using the summer bridge curriculum calendars. The skills students are
practicing also stem from Essential Academic Learning Requirements (Commission on
Student Learning, 1999) and the district learning objectives for reading and math.
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The Summer Bridge Curriculum Activity Calendars
June, July, and August are primarily the months during summer break. A
calendar of activities has been developed for each month of the break, but has not been
given specific dates. This will ensure that the calendars can be used more than one
summer without the need to change dates or years. The reading and math activities are
on alternating days, Monday through Friday, to help maintain interest from students.
There are two activities listed on each day, and students will be asked to choose one they
may be interested in doing. The activities are designed to be easy enough for students to
do without requiring a lot of adult involvement and supervision. The calendars can be
hung in an accessible location, and have all of the instructions necessary listed on them.
The parent letter should be sent with the activity calendars and materials to instruct
families how to use the summer bridge curriculum, and the objectives for using them.
Summer Bridge Curriculum Activity Bag
Many of the activities will require materials to complete. Each student will be
given an activity bag to take home with them with all of the necessary materials needed
for the activities. The activity bags should include the following:
1. One large zip-lock bag for easy storage of materials.

2. An inch ruler.

3. 20 pieces of lined writing paper.
4. 10 pieces of plain drawing paper.

5. 2 Pencils.
6. One box of crayons (8 count).

7. 20 Lima Beans.
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8. The worksheets titled:
a. 1 of each Library Scavenger Hunt
b. 2-Clocks
c. Fact Families
d. Poems
e. 2-Venn Diagram
9. A Math Folder Game (Beech, L., 2000).
IO.

An ABC Folder Game (Lieberman, L., 1991).

The activity bag does not need to be returned to school. It is recommended that
the materials be meant for the students to keep. Donations can a great way for collecting
such materials for the activity bags to be put together.
Implementing the Summer Bridge Curriculum
If the summer bridge curriculum is being used in a looping situation, it is
recommended that before the end of the school year, students be given the math and
reading assessments. Keep a record of how each student did. This will be compared to
the score they get in the fall when the assessments are given again.
In the spring, it is important to instruct the students on what they are going to be
asked to do with the summer bridge curriculum while home on break. Gather the
students around and show them the activity calendars, activity bags, and all the materials
they will be taking home with them. Instruct the students on how to hang the calendars in
a safe place, where they can look at it each day of the workweek. Also instruct them to
keep their activity bags in a place where they can get to it easily, and a sibling or pet will
not have access to it. Show them the parent letter they need to show the adult in their
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house who they think will be helping them the most. Explain that if a parent or adult
signs the calendars and they are returned in the fall, they will receive a certificate of
completion and a special prize.
It is important to give students the opportunity to practice some of the activities
they will be asked to do before sending it home for the summer. Give students time to try
the Math and ABC Folder games, poem writing, and the comparing activity using the
Venn Diagram. It may also be necessary to show students how to use the materials in the
activity bags. For example, they may need to be shown how to use the writing and
drawing paper for some of the activities on the calendars. The more students know about
the activities and instructions, the easier it will be for them when they are asked to do it
by themselves at home.
Assessment of Skills
It will be difficult to assess learning from a curriculum where daily instruction
and guided practice are not included. It may be necessary to expect that not all students
will use the curriculum, or lack of parent involvement may cause students to not get
involved in the activities. Having an incentive program may be required to get most
students to practice their reading and math during the summer break. When students
return the calendars to school in the fall, signed by their parents, they can be given a
certificate of completion and prize. This may ensure that more students use the summer
bridge curriculum to practice these important skills.
In a looping situation, the teacher can give the Developmental Reading
Assessment (Celebration Press, 1997) and the Math Quarterly Assessment (Addison
Wesley Longman, Inc., 1999) in the spring and again in the fall to compare student
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achievement in these areas. It is one way to see if students maintained skills over the
summer break after participating in the summer bridge curriculum activities.
Goals for the Summer Bridge Curriculum
The goals of the summer bridge curriculum are based on a review ofliterature,
personal experience, and learning objectives that drive instruction. It has been shown
that summer learning loss occurs mostly in the areas of math and reading where specific
skills need to be practiced to maintain them. The activities designed for the activity
calendars are derived from district curricular goals, state learning objectives, and specific
to the Essential Academic Learning Requirements (Commission on Student Learning,
1999).
The Summer Bridge Curriculum Preparation
The following includes the curriculum activity calendars and materials, parent
information, and activity goals ready for implementation. The reading and math
assessments are also included for a comparative evaluation of student achievement over
the summer break. The activity calendars, worksheets, and activity bags with all
necessary materials should be prepared in the spring to give students and teachers time to
review them before taking them home for the summer. Using parents and other
volunteers, the summer bridge curriculum can be prepared for each student in advance.
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Summer is here, but learning can't stopl
Dear Parents,
Your child has been very busy this year learning many new things! Summer is an
important time for families with vacations and a lot relaxing planned, but it is also an
important time for your child's learning. During the summer break, your child can lose a
lot of what they learned during the school year. To help your child maintain some of the
skills they have acquired, I am asking you to do the following (Remember they have done
these things in school, and should be able to do most of them independently!):

1.

Help your child's reading by having them read at least 15

minutes each day.
2. Hang the following activity calendars in a safe place.
Help your child choose one of listed activities each day.
You will find the materials for the activities in the
activity bag that came with the calendars.
3. Participate with your child as much as possible, and have
fun!
4. Sign the activity calendar at the end of the month. Save
the calendars! Return them to school in the fall for a
special prize!
5. Remember learning happens everywhere. Help your child
by giving them reading and math activities when you go
out, too. The grocery store, library, or even a trip to the
doctor can become a fun learning activity.
When your child returns to school in the fall, they will be ready to start the year without
having to review a lot of necessary skills. They are going to be ready to learn! Return
the signed calendars to your child's teacher, and they will receive a certificate of
completion and a special prize. Thank you for helping with your child's learning
success!
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at any time.
Your child's teacher,
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June
TuesdaY

Wednesday

Pretend you are an
astronaut, write
and read a stoiy
about your trip to
space.

Read, write and
solve:
68 birds, 26 fly
away. How many
left? Now write
your own!

Monday
Write your
nmnbers from
1-100.
Draw a circle,
square, and
triangle. Color in
Y:, of them.
Write a recipe for
your favorite food.

-----Fill in the blanks.
Make 6 sentences.
A - - - is like a

Write the number
that comes before:
_,46 ~98
_,20. _,101
_.68 _,5

------------Count to 100 by

-

Find and write 5
words with -ing in
them.
Have fun jumping
rope. Count how
many times you
jump by 2's, S's
and !O's.

You found 5 magic
beans! Write a
stoiy about what
you did!

Count from 35-75.

the week. Read
them to someone.
Using your inch
ruler, measure
your shoe, a book,
a pencil, and your
toothbrush.

-----------Write 10
compound words.

------------·

Play an ABC
Folder game with a
friend or grownup.

5's.
Look at a plant in
your yard. Draw
and label the parts
ofa plant.

-------------------

Write 5 words with
un in them

----

Countto 100 by
2's.

Write and solve:
35 24
12
+11 +20 +13
9 37 7 46
+8 +31 +7 +32

--------------

Write numbers l •
50 backwards.

---

Thursday
Name and write IO
words that begin
with dr.

-

Draw a map of
your bedroom.
Label the picture.

Write the fact
family for:
4, 7, 11.
Pretend you work
for the newspaper.
Write an article
about pollution.

Play a Math Folder
Game with a friend
or <>mwnuo.
Write these words
in ABC order:
bee, wasp, ant,

-----Choose 5 coins.

ladybug, spider.

Visit the hl,rary.
Do your scavenger
hunt!

---------

Write 5 words that
rhyme with pot.
Lineup your
beans. Point to the
3"', 6'\ 9th, 12'1\
and the 15th beaIL

----------- --------------Write a poem
about your favorite
dinosaur.

Make 3 different
patterns with all of
the shoes in your
closet.

----------- -------------

Plant one of your
bean seeds in a cup
of dirt Write each
sten vou did.

12 6 8 16
-IO -5 ,-0 -9

How much is it?
Fill in the clocks to
show these time:
9:30 11:00
1:45 2:30
6:15 5:00

--- --·----·
Write the days of

-----------

Friday
Write and solve:
18 9 15 7
•7 -4 -6 -2

Samhad35¢. He
spent 14¢ on
candy. How much
does he have left?

1. Read at least 15 minutes each day.
2. Choose at least one activity each day to practice your reading or math.
4. Return this calendar to your teacher when you come back to school!
Child's Signature:
Parent's S i g n a t u r e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

How many ways
can you make 20?

How are cars and
planes alike and
different? Do a
Venn Diagram.
.

____ ________

Write 10 things
made of wood.
Draw one of them
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JUIY
Tuesday

Mot>daY
Samantha had
$14.00 from her
dad, and SI 1.00
from her mom.
She spent S12.00.
How much is left?
Write your own
addition problem.

Write your own
book about
fireworks. Read it
to an adult

-

that begin with st.

Find sometl1ing in
your house tliat
holds 1 quart, l
pint, and 1 gallon.

Write 3 sentences
about how your
bean seed is doinE

Time how long it
takes to write your
name 10 times.
Write the names of
your family
me.mbers in ABC
order.

--------- --------------

-----------

Thursday
Find and write 3
facts about the 4lh
of July. wliy is it
important?

numbers from
1-50.
Play an ABC
Folder game v.ith a
friend or grmmup.

hunt!

Friday
Write number
words 1-20.

--------Read and solve:
------------- ---------- Visit the library. 62 ice cream
Write 10 words
Write the odd
Do your scavenger cones. 27

Writeafwmy
story about a
penguin. Read it
to an adult

Play a Math Folder
Game with a friend
or grownup.

Wednesday
Write and solve:
6+5+4=
3+7+2=
1 + 9+5=
5+8+6=

---------------

Write 10 words
that rhyme with

Count from 1-100
as fast as you can!

mat.

Make two
bookmarks with
your favorite
characters on it.
Give one to a
friend.

You have a
quarter, 2 climes, a
nickel, and 5
penuies. How
much do you
have?

Write 5 words that
rhyme with rain.

Count from 35-85.

--------------- -----------------

-------------

Fill in the blanks.
Write 6 sentences.
The
is
as big as a ___.

Write and solve:
23-11= 56-23=
l~-8= 18-18=
40-20= 35-15=
16-8= 55-25=

------------

How many ways
can vou make 50?

Popsicles. How
manvinall?
Use your inch mler You found strange
to measure 10
footprints in the
things. Draw,
yard. Write a
label and write
mystery about
how long tl1ey are. them.

----------- -----------IO and5 is
Make up a game.
15 and 7 is -directions
-- Write
12 and 6 is
how to olay.
Make puppet. Put
on a puppet show
for your friends.

-----------------

Write an example
of a solid, liquid,
and gas in your
house.

Make an ABC,
AABB,ABAB,
andAAABBB
pattern using
different coins.

--------------Write the even
numbers from 50100.

Write a poem
about going on a
trip to the jungle.

Fill in the missing
numbers:
67,__,69,_,71
42,__,46,__,50

Learn how to write
your address and
phone number.

How are a bee and
grasshopper alike
and different? Do
aVennDiae:rarn.

What is:
3 tens and 5 ones
5 tens and 4 ones
l ten and 6 ones

Write a story with
these words: .bear,
tree, tent, caye,
and flashli2bt.

-------------- ----------------- ---------------

1. Read at least 15 minutes each day.
2. Choose at least one activity each day to practice your reading or math.
4. Return this calendar to your teacher when you come back to school!
Child's Signature:
Parent's S i g n a t u r e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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August
MondaY
Play a Math Folder
Game with a friend
or grownup.

-·---------

Hop in place.
Count to 100 by
2's, s·s, and !O's.

Change these to a
question:
Cats can meow.
Bikes are fast.
The wafer is cold.
Cookies are good.

----------------

Make a family flag
for vour house.
W rile and solve:
5 +5= 14+5=
9 +8= II +3=
20+5= 6+9=

--------------------

Make your own
patterns. See if
someone can tell
you the natterns.

TuesdaY
Fill in the blanks.
Make 10

sentences.
isas __

asa

--------------What would you
wish for if you had
three "ishes?

Make a sandMch.
Cut it half (1/2)
then in fourths
(1/4). Eatit!

--------------------

Write 5 subtraction

sentences.

Have a picnic.
Write a list of what
you
will need.
____________
,. ______
Name and write 10
words that begin
with cl.

Draw a map of
your yard. Pretend

it is a treasure
map. Write a story
about where you
would hide it.

--------------------Write 5 sentences
about school.

Count all of the
Jocks in your
house. Write the
number word.

-----------------------

Count from 50-100
by2's.

WednesdaY

ThursdaY

fridaY

Fill in the clocks to
show these times:
3:45 12:30
1:00 5:30
6:45 9:15

Write a paragraph
about how your
bean seed is doing.

Use coins to show:
17¢ 24¢ 53¢
15¢ 40¢ 75¢
$1.00 $1.05

----------------

---------------- -----------------Write 5 words that
rhyme "'ith trash.

Write numbers
100-150.
Visit the library!
Do your scavenger
hunt!

Line up your
beans. Point to the
2°d, 4th, 101", 18th,
and 20th bean.

Cut out triangles,
circles, rectangles,
and diamonds.
Make a nicture.

Write a poem
about your favorite
animal.

----------------- --------------- -----------------

Draw and label 10
things in your
house that are blue.

Write the fact
family for:
5, 6, 11.

------------------

Draw a circle,

color y.; of it
Draw a square,
color Y, of it
Play an ABC
Folder Game with
a fti.end or
grownup.

Make a list of
words that describe

summer.
Use your inch mler
to find 10 things
that are 5 inches
long.
______________ ..

_____

-------------·

What is:
5 tens and 6 ones
7 tens and 3 ones
9 tens and 4 ones
Write 10 words
that end with -ed.

----------------------

25 sandcastles, 10
buckets, 15
shovels. How
many in all?

Write the
instmctions for
malcing a robot.

sentences.

2and9is
!Oand6is - 3and7is - 8 and 15 is
Write a fiiendly
letter to your
teacher. Tell about

your summer.

Write a recipe for
your favorite
dessert.

-------------------Write 10 addition

1. Read at least 15 minutes each day.
2. Choose at least one activity each day to practice your reading or math.
4. Return this calendar to your teacher when you come back to school!

Child's Signature:
Parent's S i g n a t u r e : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-----------------Make a fire escape
plan for your
house. Showa
grommp.
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Library Scavenger Hunt
Now, make your own list for a scavenger hunt. Some have been
. done for you!
Check out some more books!

1. An airplane
2. Something sweet
3. A book about summer

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
Check out some more books! Have fun reading!

•' •'
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Library Scavenger Huntl
With an adulf look for the following items listed below at your
local library.
Don't forget to check out some books to read at home!

1. A dinosaur
2. The United States Flag
3. A book about plants
4. Your favorite animal
5. A map of your state
6. A book about insects
7. A picture of a president of the United States
8. The card catalog
9. A book about an invention
10. Someone who works at the library. Ask them what they do.

Now check out some books! Next time, make your own scavenger
hunt! Have fun!

,•

..
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Library Scavenger Hunt
Make a list of items you think you could find at the library. See
how fast you can find them. Have an adult help you!
Check out some more books!

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
Have Fun! Don't forget to whisper!
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Fact Families
Parents:
Fact families are four addition and subtraction equations
using the same numbers. Help your child find the fact
families for different numbers.
Examples:
Fact Family for 2, 3, 5

2+3=5
3+2=5
5-3=2
5-2=3
Fact Family for 8, 9, 17

8 + 9 = 17
9 + 8 = 17
17 - 8 = 9
17 - 9 = 8

* Write out the fact families for your child. Now see if
they can find the three family members. You can also
write out the fact families with missing numbers, and see
if your child can figure out which number is missing.
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Poems
There are many different forms of poem writing. Choose
your own form to write a poem.
Haiku
Line one has five syllables.
Line two has seven syllables.
Line three has five syllables.

A butterfly floats
through the summer air with ease,
a colorful sight.
Couplets
A two-line poem.
The lines of this poem end with words that rhyme (light, bright).

The butterfly's wings were so bright,
They glimmered in the sun's light.
Cinguan
Line one has a one-word title.
Line two has two describing words.
Line three has three words describing an action.
Line four has four words describing a feeling about it.
Line five has a one-word title.

Butterfly,
Colorful, Gentle
Flying to flowers
Loves to soar high
Butterfly

•'
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More Poems
Acrostic
An acrostic is a sentence or phrase in which the words begin with letters of
a topic word.

B

u
T
T
E

R
F
L
y

Beautiful
unique
timid
tiny
everywhere
racing
flowers
lovely
young

Limmericks
· This poem follows an AABBA rhyming pattern.

There once was a caterpillar named Sam.
He was always getting caught in a jam.
He made a home by building a cocoon.
He crawled inside and would come out soon.
Out crawled a butterfly known as Sam.

,. ,.
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Venn Diagram
Parents:
A Venn Diagratn is a graphic org·an.izer used to cotnpare .
and contrast two different things. It is a way to see how
they are alike, different, and the satne.
Example:

_!,. PP.I es

Oro

n' es

;· Red, 9ree n, . Both \. Ora.n,e ..
. 'deLLow
/'Frt4it· 'Co.n'+ ea+· ·
.· E:ci t pe~ l
(: Food
-t'he. pe.e I ·
· 11
Grows
Of\ 50 f+
'dd
I
·
· nQrd · middle \ trees ·
m,
e
··HQS Seeds

-

·Round

.

·Us\lo.11~ no
Seeds
·

.

*Help your child fill out a Venn Diagratn on two different
animals, plants, family tnembers, or foods.

/

!.8

E
C,
t...

en

C

C,

·-·
CJ
s::
s::
(.\)

>

.l (j

Parts of Plants
Draw a plant in your yard. Label all of its parts.

*Compare two different plants in your yard, and talk
about how they are alike and different.
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Pizza Rhyme Time
Objective: Students get practice identifying rhyming elements.
Introduction: Have students name all the pictures they see on

the pizzas and pizza slices.
Assembling the Game:
1. Duplicate and cut out the folder pocket titled "Pizza

Rhyme Time." Tape three sides of the pocket to the
outside of the folder.
2. Glue the two sheets of giant pizzas with written
directions to the inside of the folder.
3. Cut apart the pizza slices without written directions to
make activity cards.
4. When the game is not in use, store them in the pocket on
the front of the folder.

Adapted from Lieberman, L. (1991). ABC folder games. Palo Alto, CA: Monday Morning Books, Inc.
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Pizza Rhyme Time
Directions for Play
(2-3 players)

1. Have students name the pictures on the pizza and pizza
slices.
2. Lay the pizza slices in a pile.
3. Students take turns picking up a slice of pizza, naming
the picture, and laying it on the pizza where the rhyming
picture is located.
4. Have students check to make sure the pictures rhyme
when all slices have been placed on the pizzas.

*****************************************************
Answer Key:
Nail/Sail
Rug/Bug
Ring/King
Lock/Clock
Barn/Yarn
House/Mouse

Cone/Phone
Horn/Corn
Car/Star
Pear/Bear
Rake/Snake
Tie/Pie

Adapted from Lieberman, L. (1991). ABCfolder games. Palo Alto, CA: Monday Morning Books, Inc.

•.

~

Adapted from Liebennan, L. (1991). ABC.folder games. Palo Alto, CA: Monday Morning Books, Inc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Match the picture on a cut out pizza slice with a picture that rhymes. Put the
pictures on the pizza ..

Adapted from Lieberman, L. (1991). ABC folder games. Palo Alto, CA: Monday Morning Books, lnc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Adapted from Lieberman, L. (1991). ABC/older games. Palo Alto, CA: Monday Morning Books, Inc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Adapied from Lieberman, L. ( 1991). ABC folder games. Palo Alto, CA: Monday Morning Books, Inc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Match th~ picture on a cut out pizza slice with a pichire that rhymes .. Put the
·pictures on the pizza.

Adapied from Liebermao, L. (1991). ABCfolder game/Palo Alto, CA: Monday Morning Books, Inc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Math Race to the Moon
Directions for Play
(For 2-4 players)

1. Place the cards facedown on the board. Each player
chooses a rocket playing piece and places it on start.
2. Players take turns picking a card and adding or subtracting.
If they add, they move ahead that number of spaces. If
they subtract, they must move back that number of spaces.
Players can only move back as far as the start space. (If a
player in the start space chooses a subtraction card, he or
she cannot move on that turn.) Player put the cards at the
bottom of the pi le.
3. The first player to reach finish is the winner!
**********************************************************
Answer Key:
2
+O
2

0
+3

7

10
-7

3

-3
4

2 5
+1 +1
3 6
2 4
+5 +4

8
-8

5
+4

11
-8

0
11

9

3

8

2
12

2
+2
4

8

+1
9

7

3 5
+5 +1
8 6

-9

-8

9
-7

4

2

4
+2
6

3
+1
4

6
-4
2

4
+3

12

9
-8

3
+3
6
6
+2

1

8

1
+4
5
2
+3
5

5
+O
5
0
+6
6

3

-9

3
10
-8

2

7

1
+O
1
7

-5
2
7

-6
1

Adapted from Beech, L. (2000). File.folder games.for math. New York, NY: Scholastic, Inc.
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Math Race to the Moon
This game provides practice in addition and

Objective:

subtraction.
Remind students that the plus sign means "add"
and the minus sign means "subtract."

Introduction:

Assembling the Game:

1. Duplicate and cut out the folder pocket titled "Math
Race to the Moon." Tape the pocket on three sides to
the outside of the folder.
2. Duplicate and cut out the directions, cards, and answer
key. When the game is not in use, store them in the
pocket on the front of the folder.
3. Make four copies of the rocket playing pieces. Color and
cut out. Fold back tabs so that the pieces stand up.
4. Duplicate and cut out the game board. Color the game
board if desired, and glue to the inside of the folder.
Extending the Game:

• Have students make up more cards with different
addition and subtraction facts to use in the game.
• Use the game cards as flashcards.

Adapted from Beech, L. (2000). File folder games for math. New York, NY: Scholastic, Inc.
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Adapted from Beech, L. (2000). File folder games for math. New York, NY: Scholastic, Inc.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Adapted from Beech, L. (2000). File folder games/or math. New York, NY: Scholastic, Inc.
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Assessment
The reading and math activities designed for the summer bridge curriculum were
developed from district goals, and state learning objectives specific to the Washington
State EALRs (Commission on Student Learning, 1999). The summer bridge curriculum
objectives describe the skills students will be practicing in the areas of reading and math
when they utilize the activity calendars, as well as the Washington State EALRs
(Commission on Student Leaming, 1999) they address.
Summer Bridge Curriculum Objectives for Reading

EALRs Addressed: 1.1, 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 2.2, 3.1 (See appendix at the end of Chapter 4).
Essential Learning 1: The student understands and uses different skills and strategies to
read.
Essential Learning 2: The student understands the meaning of what is read.
Essential Learning 3: The student reads different materials for a variety of purposes.
1. Phonics
• Consonants (A-Z)
• Consonant Clusters ( st, br, cl, etc.)
• Short vowels, long vowels (ant, ape)
2. Suff'u:es (-ed, -ing, -s, -er, -est)
3. Compound Words (rainbow, doorbell)
4. Sequencing (Putting a story in correct order)
5. Adjectives (Using describing words in a sentence, for example, The gray
elephant is as large as a house.)
6. Read and Reread material until it is familiar (Read at least 15 minutes each
day)
7. Story Elements (Including character, main idea, plot, setting, and sequencing
into written stories.)
8. Sentence Structure_(Using punctuation, asking/telling sentences with nouns
and verbs.)
9. Alphabetizing (Putting words into ABC order)
10. Finding similarities and differences (Venn Diagrams to compare and
contrast)
11. Following directions to learn new information (Following a scavenger
hunt, or playing a game.)
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Summer Bridge Curriculum Objectives for Math

EALRs Addressed: EALRs I (1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2) 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1,
5.1 (See appendix at the end of Chapter 4)
Essential Learning 1: The student understands and applies the concepts and procedures
of mathematics for number sense, measurement, spatial sense,
probability and statistics, and functions and relationships.
Essential Learning 2: The student solves problems using mathematics.
Essential Learning 3: The student uses mathematical reasoning.
Essential Learning 4: (Classroom/ Instructional based.)
Essential Learning 5: The student makes mathematical connections.
1. Addition and Subtraction of whole numbers and money.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Writes numerals 1-100
Recognizes, extends and copies at least AB patterns
Identifies ordinal numbers (Point to the 6tl', 101\ 151\ etc.)
Names of coins and their values (Penny, nickel, dime, quarter)
Tell time to the hour and half-hour (Orally and filling in the hands on a clock
on paper.)
7. Distinguish between a whole, half, fourth (Coloring in the fractions on different
shapes, cutting paper or food into the fractions.)
8. Approximate measurement (Using a 12 inch ruler)
9. Write a mathematical sentence from a story problem
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Implementing the Developmental Reading Assessment <DRA)
Using the DRA is an easy way to assess where your students are compared to
other students at the same grade level. The story that is provided has been evaluated and
written for a 1st grade exit reading level. Most 1st grade students should be able to read
the passage with little assistance needed. The following are steps for implementing the
DRA:
1. Give the student their own copy of the story provided. They will be reading it

aloud to you.
2. Time the student reading using a stopwatch. This time will be used to get a
reading rate score by looking at the words per minute the student read.
3. Using the Recording and Scoring Reading Errors chart, mark the errors the
student makes while reading on your own copy of the story.
4. Have the student retell the story, and summarize what happened in the story.
5. Using the Oral Reading and Retelling Rubric, score the students' accuracy,
reading rate, phrasing and retelling.
6. Keep a record of the student's achievement. This can be compared to the same
assessment score given at a later time.

C

Adapted from Beaver, J. (1997). Developmental reading assessment. Glenview, IL: Celebration Press.
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Level 18

279 Words
A Giant in the Forest

Once upon a time there was a little boy who lived next to a cool green forest. There was
a lake in the forest. A big ugly giant lived in the forest. The giant liked to sleep all day.
But at night he walked in the forest, looking for things to eat.

Every week the little boy's mother gave him a big bar of soap. Then she sent him to the
lake to take a bath. "You'll be safe in the lake because the giant can't swim," she always
said. "But don't forget to be home before dark."

One day when the little boy was going to take his bath, he saw a baby bird on the ground.
It had fallen out of its nest. The boy put the bird back in its nest. The mother bird was so
happy she sang a song. It was a pretty song, and the boy sat down to listen.

The little boy stayed too long. It was getting dark when he got to the lake. He took his
bath as fast as he could. Then he started home. He hadn't gone far when he saw a huge
footprint on the ground.

Then he saw something else. It was the big ugly giant! The little boy turned and ran
back to the lake. The big giant was right behind him. The little boy dropped his bar of
soap on the ground right in front of the giant. The giant stepped on the soap and slipped.
He fell into the lake. SPLASH! And that's how the little boy saved himself from the big
ugly giant who walked in the cool green forest at night.
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Recording and Scoring Reading Errors

Mispronunciation/Substitutions:

Write the mispronounced word above the
word in the text. 2 errors

Repeated Errors:

Record each as mispronounced words, but
only count once. 1 error

Proper Nouns:

Write the mispronounced word above the
word in text. 0 errors

Inserted Words:

Insert the word with a A_ 1 error

Omitted Words:

Circle the omitted word. 1 error

Self-Corrections:

Mispronounced word is slashed and SC is
written. 0 errors

Repetitions:

No marking is needed. 0 errors

Adapted from Beaver, J. (1997). Developmental reading assessment. Glenview, IL: Celebration Press.
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Scoring the Developmental Reading Assessment

= ____

Accuracy: 279-

errors

Rate: - - -

minutes

correct words

279 = words per minute

mm.

Correct Words= - - - % =
279

1-4

_____ wpm=---1-4

Phrasing: _ _ _ __
1-4

Retelling (Comprehension): _ _ _ __
1-4
Comments:

Adapted from Beaver, J. (1997). Developmental reading assessment. Glenview, IL: Celebration Press.
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ESSENTIAL ACADEMIC LEARNING REQUIREMENTS

READING
1.

The student understands and uses different skills and
strategies to read.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 use ·word recognition and word meaning skills to read and
comprehend text
such as phonics, context clues, picture clues, and word origins; roots, prefixes,
and suffixes of words

1.2 build vocabulary through reading
1.3 read fluently, adjusting reading for purpose and materia1
1.4 understand elements of literature ..::.. fiction
such as ston; elements, use of hmnor, exaggeration, and figures of speech

1.5 use features of non-fiction text and computer software
such as titles, headings, pictures, maps, and charts to find and understand
specific information

2.

The student understands the meaning of what is read.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 comprehend important ideas and details
2.2 expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and
synthesizing information and ideas
2.3 think critically and analyze authors' use of language, style,
purpose, and perspective

3. The student reads different materials for a variety of
purposes.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 read to learn new information

such as reading science and mathematics texts, technical documents, and Jar
personal interest
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3.2 read to perform a task
such as using schedules, follawing directions, filling out job applications and
solving problems
' . .

3.3 read for literary experience

..

.

,

in a variety of forms such as novels, short stones, poems, plays, and essays
understand selfand others · · · · ·
.
· ·
.

to

3.4 read for career applications ·
4.

The student sets goals and evaluates progress to
improve reading.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 assess strengths and need for improvement
4.2 seek and offer feedback to improve reading
4.3 develop interests and share reading experiences

WRITING
1.

student writes clearly and effectively.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 · develop concept and design
develop a topic or theme; organize written thoughts with a clear ·
beginning, middle, and end; use transitional sentences and phrases to
connect related ideas; write coherently and effectively

1.2 use style appropriate to the audience and purpose
use voice, word choice, and sentence fluency for intended style and
audience

1.3 apply writing conventions
know and apply correct spelling, grammar, sentence structure,
punctuation, and capitalization.
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2.

The student writes in a variety of forms for different
· audiences and purposes.
· To meet this standard; the student will:
2.1 write for different audiences
2.2 write for different purposes
such as telling stories, presenting analytical responses to literature,
persuading, convl!!Jing technical information, completing a team project,
explaining concepts and procedures

2.3 write in a variety of forms
including narratives, journals, poems, essays, stories, research reports,
and technical writing

2.4 write for career applications

3.

The student understands and uses the steps of the
writing process.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 · prewrite · ·
:
generate ideas and gather information

3.2 draft
elaborate on a topic and supporting ideas

3.3 revise
collect input and enhance text and style

3.4. edit
use resources to correct spelling, punctuation, grammar, and usage

3.5 publish
select a publishing form and produce a completed writing project to
share with chosen audience

4. The student analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of

written work.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 assess own strengths and needs for improvement
analyze effectiveness of own writing and set goals for improvement

4.2 seek and offer feedback
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COMMUNICATION
1.

The student uses listening and observation skills to
gain understanding.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 focus attention
1.2 listen and observe to gain and interpret information
1.3 check for understanding by asking questions and
paraphrasing

2. The student communicates ideas clearly and

effectively.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 communicate clearly to a range of audiences for different
purposes
2.2 develop content and ideas
develop a topic or theme; organize thoughts around a clear beginning,
middle, and end; use transitional sentences and phrases to connect
related ideas; speak coherently and compellingly

2.3 use effective delivery
adjust speaking strategies for a variety of audiences and purposes by
varying tone, pitch, and pace of speech to create effect and aid
communication

2.4 use effective language and style
use language that is grammatically correct, precise, engaging and wellsuited to topic, audience, and purpose

2.5 effectively use action, sound, and/ or images to support
presentations
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3.

The student uses communication strategies and skills
to work effectively with others.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 use language to interact effectively and responsibly :with
others
·
·
3.2 work cooperatively as a member of a group
3.3 seek agreement and solutions through discussion

4.

The student analyzes and evaluates the effectiveness of
formal and informal communication.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 assess strengths and need for improvement
assess own and others' communication strengths and needs and set
goals for improvement

4.2 seek and offer feedback
seek and use feedback to improve communication; offer suggestions
and comments to others

4.3. analyze mass communication . ·
4.4 analyze how communication is used in career settings

MATHEMATICS
1.

The student understands and applies the concepts and
procedures of mathematics.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 understand and apply concepts and procedures from
number sense
number and numeration, computation, and estimation

1.2 understand and apply concepts and procedures from
measurement
attributes and dimensions, approximation and precision, and systems
and tools
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1.3 understand and apply concepts and procedures from
geometric sense
.
properties and relationships, and locations and transformations

1.4 understand and apply concepts and procedures from
probability and sta,tistics . · · · . ·
.
probability, statistics, and prediction arid inference

1.5 understand and apply concepts and procedures from
algebraic sense
patterns, representations, and operations

The student uses mathematics to define and solve
problems.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.6 investigate situations
by searchlng for patterns and using a variety of approaches

1.7 formulate questions and define the problem
1.8 construct solutions
by organizing the necessary information and using the appropriate
mathematical tools
·
.

2.

The student uses mathematical reasoning.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2."i analyze information
from a variety of sources; use models, known facts, patterns and
relationships to validate thinking_

2.2 predict results
and make conjectures based on analysis of problem situations

2.3 · draw conclusions and verify results
support mathematical arguments, justify results, and check for
re·asonableness of solutions

3.

The student communicates knowledge and
understanding in both everyday and mathematical
language.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 gather information
read, listen, and observe to access and extract mathematical
information

3.2 organize and interpret information
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3.3 represent and share information

·

express and explain mathematical ideas using language and notation
in ways appropriate for audience and purposes

. 4.

The student understands how mathematical ideas .
connect within mathematics, to other subject areas, arid
to real-life situations.
To meet this standard, the student will:
4.1 relate concepts and procedures within mathematics
use conceptual and procedural understandings among content strands,
and sue equivalent models and representations

4.2 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to other
disciplines
identify and use mathematical patterns, thinking, and modeling in
other subject areas

4.3 relate mathematical concepts and procedures to real-life
situations
understand the connections between mathematics and problemsolving skills used every day at work and at home
. .
.

SCIENCE
1.

The student understands and uses scientific concepts
and principles.
.
To meet this standard, the student will:
1.1 use properties to identify, describe, and categorize
substances, materials, and objects, and use characteristics to
categorize living things
1.2 recognize the components, structure, and organization of
systems and the interconnections within and among them
1.3 understand how interactions within and among systems
cause changes in matter and energy
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2.

The students knows and applies the skills and
processes of science and technology.
To meet this standard, the student will:
2.1 develop abilities necessary to do scientific inquiry
2.2 apply science knowledge and skills to solve problems or
meet challenges ·

3. The student understands the nature and contexts of

science and technology.
To meet this standard, the student will:
3.1 understand the nature of scientific inquiry
3.2 know that science and technology are human endeavors,
interrelated to each other, to society, and to the workplace
3.3 skills to organize and express science ideas
use effective communication strategies and tools to prepare. and
present science information
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Chapter Five: Summary, Conclusion, Recommendations
Summary

Students can lose some academic skills over the summer break, especially in the
areas ofreading and math. The information collected in the review ofliterature showed
that with opportunities to practice already acquired skills, students will be able to keep up
with their peers, begin the school year ready to accelerate in these academic areas, and
spend less time reviewing in the fall. Summer should be a time when students continue
their learning, or at least maintain already developed skills while engaging in fun,
exciting activities.
Using the developed curriculum calendars, students can choose from different
activities that can help them maintain already developed reading and math skills based on
the district goals, and state learning objectives specific to the Washington State EALRs
(Commission on Student Learning, 1999). The activities provide the practice students
need in the areas of reading and math that require daily instruction or guided practice to
maintain. If students participate, they will be using the skills they need in real life
situations, making them more meaningful.
The summer bridge curriculum calendars were designed to be easy enough for
families to use, with little instruction and preparation required. With choices in reading
and math, on alternating days, students can do what interests them. Teachers can use the
summer bridge curriculum to assess whether or not students are maintaining skills over
the summer break. A reading and math assessment can be administered in the spring and
fall to compare student achievement.
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Conclusions
Students are at risk of losing already developed skills during the summer break,
especially in reading and math. By providing students with activities to practice these
skills and apply them to real life situations, they can begin the next school year ready to
excel in these areas. The summer bridge curriculum can help students maintain already
acquired skills in the areas of reading and math. Students who have struggled to meet
academic goals in reading and math, will have the extra opportunity to practice those
skills they need.
The summer bridge curriculum goals have been developed from district goals, and
state learning objectives specific to the Washington State EALRs (Commission on
Student Learning, 1999). Therefore, the activities designed for the summer bridge
curriculum are skills students have already developed during the 1" grade, and should
allow students to work independently. The activities are also general enough, that
adaptations can be made for students who wish to make the activity more challenging or
less difficult.
Teachers can use the summer bridge curriculum to evaluate whether students are
maintaining skills over the summer break. The reading and math assessments can be
administered in the spring and fall to compare student achievement in these areas.
Though there is no guarantee that all students are going to use the summer bridge
curriculum, teachers can use creative incentives to get students interested in participating.

Recommendations
Opportunities to participate in reading and math activities during the ·summer
break can help students maintain the skills they have already acquired during the school
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year. According to relevant literature, it has been shown that students are at risk oflosing
important academic skills during summer break while away from daily instruction and
guided practice. By using the summer bridge curriculum, students have the opportunity
to practice reading and math skills they have already developed, make real world
connections, and come back to school prepared for the next grade level.
Most first grade students without a lot of necessary adult supervision can use the
summer bridge curriculum, and adaptations can be made for second language learners or
special education students. By providing two choices on each day of the activity
calendars, students can choose the activity that best fits their learning ability, style, and
interest Some activities recommend a friend or adult participate, ensuring that there will
be some accountability to the students participation and ability to complete the activity
correctly.
It can be beneficial to evaluate the success of the summer bridge curriculum by
collecting data on the participants and materials used. By comparing the achievement of
students who have used the summer bridge curriculum to students who did not use it,
would provide information about how successful the reading and math practice is to
maintaining skills over the summer break This information could also be beneficial by
giving a teacher the opportunity to make changes to the summer bridge curriculum and
materials if necessary to meet different class' needs in the future.
The researcher recommends that any teacher who is afraid of their students losing
the acquired skills they worked so hard on during the school year, send the summer
bridge curriculum home with their students during the summer break. Though the
summer bridge curriculum was designed for first grade students, it can be easily adapted
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for older grades by changing the reading and math activities to meet the grade level skills.
Teachers can create exciting incentives for students to earn when they bring the
completed calendars back to school in the fall, and get families involved in making the
activities something students can look forward to doing each day. Families should be
notified of the importance of the reading and math activities, and encouraged to help their
child practice these skills. The activities are quick, easy, and require little assistance
making them less obtrusive to family's summer plans.
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